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Thread: Money?
lifeisgood7 - January 22, 2018, 6:17 am

Is there anything out there that you have PERSONALLY used that attracted money to you on a
consistent basis?
Subliminials, a YouTube meditation, a product, magic, etc?
Please only post if it 100% worked for you.
Thank you
BigDickBandit420 - January 22, 2018, 6:26 am

Attraction oil by art of the root
lifeisgood7 - January 22, 2018, 6:50 am

(01-22-2018 1:26 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Attraction oil by art of the root
That's what I'm talking about!
How has it worked for you? Any specific success stories?
BigDickBandit420 - January 22, 2018, 8:00 am

This chick got a job she wanted I gave her a bottle a few days before the offer. It smells delicious.
BigDickBandit420 - January 22, 2018, 10:15 pm

If anyone buys this and wants to text out the love attraction aspect Iâ€™d partake in the thread.
lifeisgood7 - January 22, 2018, 10:38 pm

(01-22-2018 5:15 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;If anyone buys this and wants to text out the
love attraction aspect Iâ€™d partake in the thread.
I just bought like 4 items from them.
Good Fortune Candle
Wishing Candle
Employment Oil
Attraction Oil
I've read a lot of crazy stuff about their love oils!
I have a girlfriend now so I can't really do pick up stuff
BigDickBandit420 - January 22, 2018, 10:53 pm

Where / what did you read about the oils? I think they work through the metaphysical spiritual realm.
DonaldDarko - January 22, 2018, 11:55 pm

(01-22-2018 5:15 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;If anyone buys this and wants to text out the

love attraction aspect Iâ€™d partake in the thread.
I'm game for a thread like that. I'm about to make an order right now.
lifeisgood7 - January 23, 2018, 12:09 am

(01-22-2018 5:53 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Where / what did you read about the oils? I
think they work through the metaphysical spiritual realm.
They sell the products on Amazon, you can read the reviews there.

Anyone else have any suggestions on Money techniques that work????
DrChocolate - January 23, 2018, 1:43 am

I've been reading about them too last night and a bit now.
They have a blog.
https://artoftheroot.com/blogs/news
Interesting stuff. I love this sorta stuff.
Am thinking of buying the money attraction products from them.

Also, on another level to attract money. That truly worked for me, for the past decade, (and when I
mean decade, I mean it won't happen over night)
1. Money frog/money toad/ 3 legged toad-according to Feng Shui, this mythical beautiful creature
will bring you abundance and money. She did that to me for sure. (yep, IIRC the money toad is a
girl)
Be VERY careful when ya use the money toad, as in which place ya put her in. If ya put her in the
wrong place in ur house, the results WILL BE NEGATIVE. I REPEAT THAT, WRONG PLACE =
WRONG RESULTS. So do the research first before ya place her in the appropriate place in your
house.
2. Laughing Buddha/Laughing god - This statue of a very over nourished laughing Lord Buddha, is
in both Buddhism and Feng Shui from what I read.
Again, he's helped me to attract a lot of abundance, and he's amazing for that. And AGAIN,
WRONG PLACE = WRONG RESULTS. Just like the money toad, the Laughing God has a specific
place in ur living room. Be VERY careful where ya place him.
They both helped me to attract abundance and happiness in general. Yes yes. It IS superstitious
and THEY didn't make money fall from the sky. I did the whole work to get where I am. But I TRULY
think that they helped.
Hope they'll help you's guys as well.
BigDickBandit420 - January 23, 2018, 4:25 am

Ahhhh yeah, DrChocolate brings up the Feng Shui, Buddha and frogs.
I have a heavy big wood Buddha in my office. I believe it has helped me. It gives me a very good

vibe when I touch it. One time when I did magic mushrooms, I touched the Buddha and the good
vibe was so strong it's hard to ignore. My friend who did shrooms experienced the Buddha energy
too.
Feng Shui completely changes the energy in a room/building, and everything is energy (including
money) so I think it is totally worth a try.
MacCauley - January 23, 2018, 1:56 pm

It's not really about money, but since we're on the topic of metaphysics I have couple of talismans I
carry with me at all times. One is a cloth I got in Indonesia for physic protection and I can literally
feel energy radiating from it. I also have a small rock from Cuba with voodoo powers for attraction. I
believe they work, especially the cloth. I've gotten some weird looks by airport security since having
these on me.
(01-22-2018 11:25 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;One time when I did magic mushrooms, I
touched the Buddha and the good vibe was so strong it's hard to ignore.
I think positive energy is crucial when using psychedelics. I always listen to music when I do them
and one time I did mushrooms I had a Judas Priest song on, think it was Hellrider and it took me into
a bad place. It was a lot better when I switched songs. I've found that music with a lot of soul
enhances the experience.
BigDickBandit420 - January 23, 2018, 2:47 pm

Check out Citrine and Green Quartz theyâ€™re crystals with money drawing metaphysical powers.
lifeisgood7 - January 23, 2018, 8:15 pm

(01-22-2018 8:43 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I've been reading about them too last night and a
bit now.
They have a blog.
https://artoftheroot.com/blogs/news
Interesting stuff. I love this sorta stuff.
Am thinking of buying the money attraction products from them.

Also, on another level to attract money. That truly worked for me, for the past decade, (and when I
mean decade, I mean it won't happen over night)
1. Money frog/money toad/ 3 legged toad-according to Feng Shui, this mythical beautiful creature
will bring you abundance and money. She did that to me for sure. (yep, IIRC the money toad is a
girl)
Be VERY careful when ya use the money toad, as in which place ya put her in. If ya put her in the
wrong place in ur house, the results WILL BE NEGATIVE. I REPEAT THAT, WRONG PLACE =
WRONG RESULTS. So do the research first before ya place her in the appropriate place in your
house.
2. Laughing Buddha/Laughing god - This statue of a very over nourished laughing Lord Buddha, is
in both Buddhism and Feng Shui from what I read.

Again, he's helped me to attract a lot of abundance, and he's amazing for that. And AGAIN,
WRONG PLACE = WRONG RESULTS. Just like the money toad, the Laughing God has a specific
place in ur living room. Be VERY careful where ya place him.
They both helped me to attract abundance and happiness in general. Yes yes. It IS superstitious
and THEY didn't make money fall from the sky. I did the whole work to get where I am. But I TRULY
think that they helped.
Hope they'll help you's guys as well.

Hi, where did you buy your money toad? Any suggestions?
EDIT: Found one here:
https://amzn.to/2rynp2E
I'm placing an order now.
Can you help with the placement?
DrChocolate - January 23, 2018, 10:29 pm

(01-23-2018 3:15 PM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;Hi, where did you buy your money toad? Any
suggestions?
EDIT: Found one here:
https://amzn.to/2rynp2E
I'm placing an order now.
Can you help with the placement?

Yep. That's her.
The typical place for the money toad is near the entrance of the main/front door. She needs to look
INSIDE the house. To show that she's BRINGING money to ya. Be mindful to NOT place her
looking outside the house. And she needs to be placed on a stool or table or on something slightly
higher than putting her on the floor, to show respect to her.
That's how I've placed mine. good luck.
BigDickBandit420 - January 23, 2018, 11:09 pm

Dr have you heard about placing a red cloth under the toad? My feng shui book suggeted jt
DrChocolate - January 23, 2018, 11:14 pm

(01-23-2018 6:09 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Dr have you heard about placing a red cloth
under the toad? My feng shui book suggeted jt

I haven't heard about the red cloth. But I heard its good to put her on an octagon.
LoveInSpain - January 23, 2018, 11:39 pm

(01-22-2018 1:17 AM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;Is there anything out there that you have

PERSONALLY used that attracted money to you on a consistent basis?
Subliminials, a YouTube meditation, a product, magic, etc?
Please only post if it 100% worked for you.
Thank you
The ancient art of working has given me some positive results over the past 34 years.
lifeisgood7 - January 24, 2018, 12:50 am

(01-23-2018 6:39 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;The ancient art of working has given me some
positive results over the past 34 years.
Duh. That's common sense.
You could say the same thing about pheromones....
Looking for enhancement....
Not sitting on my ass and money falling from the sky...
Really? Lol
lifeisgood7 - February 10, 2018, 5:25 pm

My money frog came in today...
Yes we need to start a convo on the oils...they def work
BigDickBandit420 - February 10, 2018, 8:22 pm

(02-10-2018 12:25 PM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;My money frog came in today...
Yes we need to start a convo on the oils...they def work
What's your experience with the oils?
DrChocolate - February 10, 2018, 9:08 pm

Keep us posted L.I.G.7 REMEMBER,,, she needs to be slightly elevated (on a stool or cabinet) and
she needs to look inside the house near the front door.

oh and yeah, just a quick update of the oils. I can feel a massive upbeat as soon as I apply. Kinda
like a copulins upbeat. For both "money drawing oil" and "Has no Hanna oil". And the smell is
marvelous. Surprisingly, no comments from others about the smell, but I love it. To me it's a nice
combination of spicy but sweet smell. I love it.
DarkLord1 - February 11, 2018, 1:11 am

(02-10-2018 4:08 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Keep us posted L.I.G.7 REMEMBER,,, she needs
to be slightly elevated (on a stool or cabinet) and she needs to look inside the house near the front
door.

oh and yeah, just a quick update of the oils. I can feel a massive upbeat as soon as I apply. Kinda
like a copulins upbeat. For both "money drawing oil" and "Has no Hanna oil". And the smell is
marvelous. Surprisingly, no comments from others about the smell, but I love it. To me it's a nice

combination of spicy but sweet smell. I love it.
I have some and the smells are amazing. The attraction one seems to work for me. Things started
to fall into place for me.
I've also worn deadly attraction and can't say I saw attraction from it, but it was my favorite smell.
The power of belief can be very powerful.
lifeisgood7 - February 11, 2018, 3:42 am

yes the smells are absolutely amazing
i have employment oil....ive had some amazing jobs interviews with high paying jobs. prior to the oil,
i wasnt getting too many call backs. after the oil, its been non-stop calls and emails from potential
employers in the exact field i want to get in.
attraction oil, its absurd how good this smells. i get a lot of hits as if i am wearing pheromones.
people/women looking at you and people are a tad bit nicer for sure.
BigDickBandit420 - February 11, 2018, 4:14 am

I have the empowerment oil and Iâ€™ve mever ffigured out how to use it. Iâ€™ll yru Using t that
way.
We should start a thread Iâ€™m glad they work for yâ€™all and agree with me on the smells.
kocik2000 - February 11, 2018, 5:30 am

Would love to hear more regarding attraction oil testing . Please and thank you
DarkLord1 - February 11, 2018, 5:55 am

(02-10-2018 11:14 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;I have the empowerment oil and Iâ€™ve
mever ffigured out how to use it. Iâ€™ll yru Using t that way.
We should start a thread Iâ€™m glad they work for yâ€™all and agree with me on the smells.
If the detailed description on Amazon doesn't have instructions go to their website and look. I found
instructions for the things I bought.
They have some ideas about combining the oils, colored candles, and Christian bible verses.
DrChocolate - February 11, 2018, 6:13 am

(02-11-2018 12:55 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;If the detailed description on Amazon doesn't have
instructions go to their website and look. I found instructions for the things I bought.
They have some ideas about combining the oils, colored candles, and Christian bible verses.

And some more details here.
https://artoftheroot.com/blogs/news
BigDickBandit420 - February 11, 2018, 6:26 am

I havenâ€™t bought any of the candles or anything else beside these oils. Has anyone?
lifeisgood7 - February 11, 2018, 8:42 am

(02-11-2018 12:30 AM)kocik2000 Wrote: &nbsp;Would love to hear more regarding attraction oil

testing . Please and thank you
give it a go:
https://amzn.to/2nV0Alt
DarkLord1 - February 11, 2018, 4:37 pm

(02-11-2018 1:26 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;I havenâ€™t bought any of the candles or
anything else beside these oils. Has anyone?
I didn't buy their candles, but I did buy Candles in the colors recommended. Then I followed their
instructions.
Determined - February 28, 2018, 3:03 pm

I've been getting good results with the oils.
I'd be curious to hear from you other guys about your recent experiences.
Did someone start a thread regarding this stuff somewhere else?
Vincent_Vega - February 28, 2018, 7:04 pm

Does someone know an european supplier for the Art of the root oils? They don't ship here..
BigDickBandit420 - February 28, 2018, 7:10 pm

(02-28-2018 10:03 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;I've been getting good results with the oils.
I'd be curious to hear from you other guys about your recent experiences.
Did someone start a thread regarding this stuff somewhere else?
Nobody has started a thread. Pick the appropriate place and feel free to write up the first report!
Iâ€™ll add my experiences shortly after.
Determined - March 1, 2018, 12:09 pm

(02-28-2018 2:04 PM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;Does someone know an european supplier for
the Art of the root oils? They don't ship here..
They sell some on amazon
Determined - March 1, 2018, 12:16 pm

(02-28-2018 2:10 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Nobody has started a thread. Pick the
appropriate place and feel free to write up the first report! Iâ€™ll add my experiences shortly after.
Lol, I'm new here. In another forum I'm apart of I know exactly where everything belongs and
there's a specific area for stuff like this.
Where would be best to get this discussion going?
Vincent_Vega - March 1, 2018, 3:14 pm

(03-01-2018 7:09 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;They sell some on amazon
But they don't ship here. And shipping on their site is &#36;42.50 for 1 bottle...
BigDickBandit420 - March 1, 2018, 4:54 pm

(03-01-2018 7:16 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;Lol, I'm new here. In another forum I'm apart of I
know exactly where everything belongs and there's a specific area for stuff like this.
Where would be best to get this discussion going?
Iâ€™ll make the thread tonight. Give me 12 hours lol

leeroy117 - March 1, 2018, 6:48 pm

That art of the root sounds like some interesting stuff, but what if you attract something negative
instead. It could happen.
I'm still testing subliminals from RS. Haven't seen anything significant yet. Customer service said it
can take as short as 2 weeks to 2 months.
DarkLord1 - March 1, 2018, 8:03 pm

(03-01-2018 1:48 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;That art of the root sounds like some interesting
stuff, but what if you attract something negative instead. It could happen.
I'm still testing subliminals from RS. Haven't seen anything significant yet. Customer service said it
can take as short as 2 weeks to 2 months.
You are supposed to focus on what you want to attract. I anointed my credit card, my wallet, some
cash, and several other things.
Follow the directions and see. I was worried because I remember the Witches of Eastwick, but they
recommend that you read Christian bible verses.
Determined - March 3, 2018, 2:44 pm

(03-01-2018 1:48 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;That art of the root sounds like some interesting
stuff, but what if you attract something negative instead. It could happen.
I'm still testing subliminals from RS. Haven't seen anything significant yet. Customer service said it
can take as short as 2 weeks to 2 months.
I've been using subliminals too though mine are from a legit website (Indigo mind labs) - shameless
plug but I've had extraordinary results with them.
In terms of attraction, I first discovered this stuff (energy and attraction) through using crystals.
Whilst these crystals have transformed my life (basically in every way) if I stop utilising them for a
day, the energy goes in reverse. So it's a catch 22.
Hence why I opted for the oils. I've also begun to feng shui my room and my life has transformed as
a result. I renovated my "fame and reputation area" and my talents are being recognised in overly
flattering ways.
This energy work is a curious thing and I'm rather new to it (coming from a normative societal
paradigm) but I've already started seeing the shifts enough to recognise the benefits.
Side note: Phero noob here, I OD on phero's today and had the worst effects today. I can lol at the
fact that I didn't properly scrub off my yesterdays phermones so there was a build up. Lesson
learned.
Vincent_Vega - March 3, 2018, 6:58 pm

(03-03-2018 9:44 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;I've been using subliminals too though mine are
from a legit website (Indigo mind labs) - shameless plug but I've had extraordinary results with them.
In terms of attraction, I first discovered this stuff (energy and attraction) through using crystals.
Whilst these crystals have transformed my life (basically in every way) if I stop utilising them for a
day, the energy goes in reverse. So it's a catch 22.
Hence why I opted for the oils. I've also begun to feng shui my room and my life has transformed as
a result. I renovated my "fame and reputation area" and my talents are being recognised in overly

flattering ways.
This energy work is a curious thing and I'm rather new to it (coming from a normative societal
paradigm) but I've already started seeing the shifts enough to recognise the benefits.
Side note: Phero noob here, I OD on phero's today and had the worst effects today. I can lol at the
fact that I didn't properly scrub off my yesterdays phermones so there was a build up. Lesson
learned.
Please tell us more about crystals.
BigDickBandit420 - March 3, 2018, 7:16 pm

Citrine is supposed to attract money, and green quartz is something I use for success. I canâ€™t
say how they work, but I feel their energy very strongly and I think it pushes me in the right direction.
Determined - March 4, 2018, 4:40 am

(03-03-2018 1:58 PM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;Please tell us more about crystals.
Crystals are just energy and energy is useful in attracting/ manifesting whatever you want.
I find good use out of crystals for self healing, they've made me a much more balanced, focused,
active and abundant person.
I'd describe my transformation since using them as going up a few levels in life. Having shed alot of
old baggage and increasing my vibration.
If you're feeling stuck for whatever reason crystals are good remedy. They're also pretty cheap
when you consider the effects they have.
Best to get an experienced crystal user to teach you how to use them. I hired one to give me a few
lessons so I can apply the knowledge to my own life. Very easy to use once you have the
understanding.
Determined - March 4, 2018, 4:49 am

(03-03-2018 2:16 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Citrine is supposed to attract money, and
green quartz is something I use for success. I canâ€™t say how they work, but I feel their energy
very strongly and I think it pushes me in the right direction.
Spot on!
If you can feel their energy then more power to you. It's a very subtle nuance to be able to feel
energy and vibrations.
BigDickBandit420 - March 4, 2018, 9:14 am

(03-03-2018 11:49 PM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;Spot on!
If you can feel their energy then more power to you. It's a very subtle nuance to be able to feel
energy and vibrations.
As are pheromones.
lifeisgood7 - March 8, 2018, 2:50 am

I can attest without a doubt that "Employment Oil" from Art of the Root works
BigDickBandit420 - March 8, 2018, 3:26 am

(03-07-2018 9:50 PM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;I can attest without a doubt that "Employment Oil"
from Art of the Root works

How did you use it? Did you do a candle ritual like the page says?
https://artoftheroot.com/products/employment-oil-for-hoodoo-voodoo-wicca-and-pagan-rituals
lifeisgood7 - March 9, 2018, 3:23 am

yup: this one:
https://amzn.to/2p09sG9
I did the candle burning and I also placed the oil on myself (smells amazing). I also created a list of
what I wanted in a job and BOOM
I landed an amazing gig with very, very, very high pay
BigDickBandit420 - March 9, 2018, 5:05 am

Ok you guys doing the ritual are having great results. I haven't had anything similar. I must try the
ritual and will report back in about a month.
DrChocolate - March 9, 2018, 6:15 am

I bought a wish candle and did what they mentioned and I wished to win the lottery. Now,,, when ya
read this, it kinda sounds like am making fun of all this. But I ain't. I actually belive in it. I'll report it
when I'll win it.
DarkLord1 - March 9, 2018, 7:03 pm

(03-09-2018 1:15 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I bought a wish candle and did what they
mentioned and I wished to win the lottery. Now,,, when ya read this, it kinda sounds like am making
fun of all this. But I ain't. I actually belive in it. I'll report it when I'll win it.
I guess you go big or go home, DrC. Let me ask this: if someone wore pheromones and then hit on
some super models with the idea to get them all and that didnâ€™t work.....do pheromones still
work?
Good luck, man.
DrChocolate - March 9, 2018, 10:33 pm

(03-09-2018 2:03 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;I guess you go big or go home, DrC. Let me ask
this: if someone wore pheromones and then hit on some super models with the idea to get them all
and that didnâ€™t work.....do pheromones still work?
Good luck, man.

OH yeah mate. Go big or go home indeed. Lol.
I agree with ya D. But am looking at it from a different angle. See if that exact person who wore
pheromones and hit on that model were to be me, I'd try again till I get her. I'd try different methods,
different products. Different combos. AND a bit'a faith.
Same thing to the lottery. I'd keep on trying. I have faith. And just like pheromones work, these
spiritual things work too. Of course one needs to DO THE WORK to get it. But I've seen people who
DO this work and not get results they want. They're constantly unhappy. I'd suggest them to apply
these spiritual things. But they laugh at me. So I'd just brush it off. But I did apply many of these
things in the past (not necessarily art of the root, but other things), and that's why I believe I am
where I am. Where I wanna be. And just like that, I'll win the lottery too.

Determined - March 12, 2018, 5:25 am

(03-09-2018 5:33 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;OH yeah mate. Go big or go home indeed. Lol.
I agree with ya D. But am looking at it from a different angle. See if that exact person who wore
pheromones and hit on that model were to be me, I'd try again till I get her. I'd try different methods,
different products. Different combos. AND a bit'a faith.
Same thing to the lottery. I'd keep on trying. I have faith. And just like pheromones work, these
spiritual things work too. Of course one needs to DO THE WORK to get it. But I've seen people who
DO this work and not get results they want. They're constantly unhappy. I'd suggest them to apply
these spiritual things. But they laugh at me. So I'd just brush it off. But I did apply many of these
things in the past (not necessarily art of the root, but other things), and that's why I believe I am
where I am. Where I wanna be. And just like that, I'll win the lottery too.
Man, I've been having amazing results with their oils these past few days. I'm absolutely loving the
energy I've been getting and am grateful to whoever first posted about art of the root.
I'll be using the candles this weekend as the next step.
I wish you good fortune Dr C!
DrChocolate - March 12, 2018, 5:34 am

(03-12-2018 12:25 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;Man, I've been having amazing results with their
oils these past few days. I'm absolutely loving the energy I've been getting and am grateful to
whoever first posted about art of the root.
I'll be using the candles this weekend as the next step.
I wish you good fortune Dr C!
I belive it was Bandit.
Likewise Determined.
BigDickBandit420 - March 12, 2018, 8:28 am

(03-12-2018 12:25 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;Man, I've been having amazing results with their
oils these past few days. I'm absolutely loving the energy I've been getting and am grateful to
whoever first posted about art of the root.
I'll be using the candles this weekend as the next step.
I wish you good fortune Dr C!
Youâ€™re welcome, it was me. What have you been experiencing? Iâ€™m going to get a candle
this week and do the ceremonies
Determined - March 12, 2018, 8:45 am

(03-12-2018 3:28 AM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Youâ€™re welcome, it was me. What have
you been experiencing? Iâ€™m going to get a candle this week and do the ceremonies
I'll shoot you a PM, and I've already given you a +1
lifeisgood7 - March 14, 2018, 7:59 pm

(03-12-2018 3:45 AM)Determined Wrote: &nbsp;I'll shoot you a PM, and I've already given you a +1

please PM me as well
BigDickBandit420 - March 14, 2018, 8:08 pm

(03-14-2018 2:59 PM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;please PM me as well
Or share with the public haha
DrChocolate - March 14, 2018, 11:00 pm

(03-14-2018 3:08 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Or share with the public haha
I'd like to second this please. I'd like to know as well Determined. Thanks in advance.
lifeisgood7 - March 15, 2018, 9:08 pm

(03-14-2018 3:08 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Or share with the public haha
bumpity bump bump
BigDickBandit420 - March 15, 2018, 10:27 pm

(03-15-2018 4:08 PM)lifeisgood7 Wrote: &nbsp;bumpity bump bump
Iâ€™ll paraphrase the PM in a day or two when I find time if they donâ€™t first.
Determined - March 16, 2018, 12:06 am

(03-14-2018 6:00 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I'd like to second this please. I'd like to know as
well Determined. Thanks in advance.
Yeah I'll put it out there.
Basically I've been using the fast luck oil and the attraction oils. Both having been getting me some
quick wins.
I went to the Casino to play poker last weekend and remembered I had the fast luck oil with me, so
I applied to the top of my hands to get "lucky hands". I could feel the warmth emanating after
application.
So I sat down and started playing, first hand I got was a Pair of 7's. Flop comes out and there's
another 7. So not only do I have a set (an incredibly strong hand in poker) but it's 777. I took that as
a good sign. For the next hour I had a crazy run of cards.
Am I surprised by the outcome? Not really. I am familiar with the nature of energy and how it
influences a person's results in the world. It is the "law of attraction" but I dislike the phrase just
because it's become muddied with people are their poor misunderstanding of it. Energy is just one
component of the whole and I've found this art of the root stuff to be a useful tool.
Feng Shui will get long last permanent changes which are stable. Crystals do similar but provide a
constant slow burning source of energy. This art of the root is fast and hard but in a limited time
frame. Understanding which tool to use for which job is key.
DrChocolate - March 16, 2018, 12:25 am

I'd like to second every word Determined mentioned here.
In me personal life, in the past, I've been applying many of these theories for meself.
Me personally I like to focus ONLY on the things I DO want, and always try to brush off things I
DONT want. It's hard, but with practice u get better. I still fail for that matter, but I can DEFO say am
better than what I was back then.

Feng Shui IS in fact very prominent. It's a slow process but strong in the long run.
Art if the root seems fast, but gradually weak in the long run.
Understand fully how both of these work and apply accordingly, and u'll win for the rest of ur life.
Right about now, am at a point in me life that I realize that I CAN go all the way to the top of me
career slowly. For me I've climbed up the ladder in me field, but as I climb it, I also have a fair bit of
stress following me. Believe me when I say that if there's a high risk job in the field, there's a fair bit
of me neurons sparking up in me brain constantly. This is where MaxT150 comes in handy. For if
ANYTHING goes wrong, am the one who's gotta face the court and the family of the subject. So
yeah, it's stressful all right. But we do have high standards of safety.
Feng Shui helped me heaps on many things. I believe in these things. At the moment science can't
explain it, but one day it will. Till then everything is Voodoo and Taboo. Which is why am in the
middle. I believe that science can logically explain a lot of things. But it's WITHIN the parameters we
know as of now. But I also believe that Voodoo and Taboo is true and so is God and many other
religions.
Lord Buddha thought us the golden mean. To be in the middle. May be he understood it perfectly.
Determined - March 16, 2018, 1:27 am

Lol, it was actually Aristotle who taught the golden mean.
When I mentioned energy being one component, another is quality of mind. I use subliminals and
hypnosis in this regard. Hypnosis is an incredibly useful for focusing on what you want and
completely removing what you don't want. Again they're both tools, subliminals provide long term
permanent changes to mindsets and hypnosis provides quick (percussive if used in succession)
changes.
As a consequence of hypnosis, I have a built in garbage shute in my mind. I can exile any unsavory
ideas or people immediately. The correct term for it is "compartmentalisation". So what you describe
Dr C need not be a struggle for you anymore.
I think we're in the same field but you're probably much further along than I am. And yes, I also
have my eye on the very top.
DrChocolate - March 16, 2018, 1:43 am

Copy that Determined.
Oh and sorry. By golden mean I meant this ->
https://hubpages.com/religion-philosophy/The-Middle-Path-the-golden-mean-Part-2
RoadRacer - March 18, 2018, 11:21 pm

You have to let the candle burn all the way down right? I did a ceremony yesterday with attraction oil
but I blew out the candle right after...
DrChocolate - March 19, 2018, 12:43 am

(03-18-2018 6:21 PM)RoadRacer Wrote: &nbsp;You have to let the candle burn all the way down
right? I did a ceremony yesterday with attraction oil but I blew out the candle right after...

Affirmative. Ya need to let it burn all the way out, till it extinguishes itself. That's what I read. And in

between the days, ya need to extinguish it with ur fingers. Or a spoon. But NOT blow it out. That's
what they reckon.
I can second that part about blowing out a candle. In some Sri Lankan folklore, they say the same.
Don't blow a candle. But extinguish it with ur fingers. Or a spoon. The issue with the spoon is that
the wick gets stuck in the wax. But when done with fingers, it still stands up.
Hope this helps.
RoadRacer - March 19, 2018, 3:10 am

(03-18-2018 7:43 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Affirmative. Ya need to let it burn all the way out,
till it extinguishes itself. That's what I read. And in between the days, ya need to extinguish it with ur
fingers. Or a spoon. But NOT blow it out. That's what they reckon.
I can second that part about blowing out a candle. In some Sri Lankan folklore, they say the same.
Don't blow a candle. But extinguish it with ur fingers. Or a spoon. The issue with the spoon is that
the wick gets stuck in the wax. But when done with fingers, it still stands up.
Hope this helps.
Those are great tips, didn't realize about blowing out the candle. Thanks Doc.
DrChocolate - March 19, 2018, 3:49 am

(03-18-2018 10:10 PM)RoadRacer Wrote: &nbsp;Those are great tips, didn't realize about blowing
out the candle. Thanks Doc.

No worries mate.
leeroy117 - March 29, 2018, 6:53 pm

Still no increase of income from the real subliminal money abundance at 1.5 months. Are there any
other good subliminal sites at an affordable price?
RoadRacer - March 29, 2018, 7:27 pm

(03-29-2018 1:53 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;Still no increase of income from the real subliminal
money abundance at 1.5 months. Are there any other good subliminal sites at an affordable price?
There's a bunch on Youtube for free that you can check out. PM if you wanna know which ones I've
use.
BigDickBandit420 - March 29, 2018, 9:51 pm

(03-29-2018 2:27 PM)RoadRacer Wrote: &nbsp;There's a bunch on Youtube for free that you can
check out. PM if you wanna know which ones I've use.
Can you share them with everyone here? Thank you
RoadRacer - March 29, 2018, 10:17 pm

Hypnodaddy and MindPro (Fabio Siccardi). MindPro has paid versions for download, but I've yet to
try them.
lifeisgood7 - March 30, 2018, 4:37 pm

(03-29-2018 5:17 PM)RoadRacer Wrote: &nbsp;Hypnodaddy and MindPro (Fabio Siccardi).
MindPro has paid versions for download, but I've yet to try them.
REP'D

Have you had success with them?
RoadRacer - March 30, 2018, 5:15 pm

I've had success with both their Alpha Male subs, but I prefer Mindpro.
Hypnodaddy requires less listening time though.
Henry_the_turnip - April 1, 2018, 9:21 am

I've always been curious about feng shui but I'm a sceptic at heart (sceptic isn't a non-believer, I will
willingly beliieve, I just need evidence first). For example, I'm a recent believer in pheromone
self-effects, yet I'm not 100% convinced it's not the placebo effect in play.
Word of warning here though, if you drive a red european convertible, dousing yourself in Captain
beforehand will likely result in loss of licence. I'm curious to hear if anyone has used pheromones to
get out of a ticket? I would post a thread about that but apparently I'm too new and don't have that
kind of thread-starting priveliges.
Anyway, I read this thread, got curious, and now I'm looking to get a money toad and a plinth for
said creature to welcome my guests, facing inward just inside the front door. Big question!
Craftsmen/women subconsciously imbue their creations with their own attitudes during the process.
I'm a designer by trade, and my designs are usually influenced consciously by the needs of the
client, and unconsciously by what I as the creator am affected by at any one time. My concern is the
efficacy of a money toad that is made by someone who just wants to make money, like the
mass-produced cheapies on eBay. Is that a good thing or a bad thing? Plus, would buying a cheap
mass-produced one off eBay be more effective in attracting wealth because I'm more thrifty in
getting a cheap one, or would paying lots for a hand-crafted one in a more expensive material get
better results because it's higher quality and more care has been taken in it's creation?
DrChocolate - April 1, 2018, 12:46 pm

For the speeding ticket check this thread out
https://pherotruth.com/Thread-Wolf-No-more-speeding-tickets?
As for the quality of the Money Frog, I actually thought the EXACT same thing. If it's low quality,
would it help me to get wealthy? What I strongly BELIEVE is that Feng Shui is more of an energy
accumulation. And to accumulate that positive energy and balance the negative one, there's a
representation of many objects for many corners and edges around the house.
To make meself more sure about this, I asked about it from a Feng Shui Master, he said that what
matters is that sign. It could be even a picture of the money frog facing inwards of the house. It still
works. And it can in fact be ur own unique drawn picture that YOU created of the 3 legged money
frog. It's unique to YOU. I reckon that's more powerful. So the quality doesn't really matter.
leeroy117 - April 4, 2018, 2:56 am

Okay so i dont want to completely throw in the towel yet with RS subs.....but i will try one of hypno
daddys, and post here once i see significant results...can't stand those YouTube comments haha
leeroy117 - April 13, 2018, 7:15 pm

Still testing hypnodaddys subs 12 days strong. I think I'm done with RS subs for now.
Pheroman - April 15, 2018, 11:29 am

I would suggest:

Planning
Executing the plan
Monitor Results
Stay flexible
Lots of Discipline.
Forget subs, train yourself to take action and make things happen.
Figure out what you can do well (not what you like) and play to your strenghts.
edit:
thought i should add a replacement suggestion:
The Official Guide to Success
Try listening something like this for an hour or more per day for 6 mths
Med - April 17, 2018, 8:45 am

(04-15-2018 6:29 AM)Pheroman Wrote: &nbsp;I would suggest:
Planning
Executing the plan
Monitor Results
Stay flexible
Lots of Discipline.
Forget subs, train yourself to take action and make things happen.
Figure out what you can do well (not what you like) and play to your strenghts.
I agree with your 5 points, when you take action to change your lofe, it will also change your
subconcious thoughts. Specially Discipline which will stop laziness. Some people just want to put a
statue in their house and wait for money to rain on them
Vincent_Vega - April 17, 2018, 5:39 pm

(04-17-2018 3:45 AM)Med Wrote: &nbsp;Some people just want to put a statue in their house and
wait for money to rain on them
Wait, that doesn't work?
DarkLord1 - April 17, 2018, 8:35 pm

As mentioned earlier, I play with the oils and candles. Doing them both together works better for me.
I had someone call and give me an account the last time I used the candle/oil combo. They
basically gave me an extra 2-3K per month. Free and clear, no split.
Is the business owner a pain in the ass? Yes, he is, but for some reason (pheromones maybe and
my social skills): he seems to like me better than other reps. I've sold him another product and now
will manage him on this product too. He tells the other reps they should be more like me. Socials
sold him and Alphas keep him respectful and mostly compliant. He still has his days.
I will tell you that NO ONE GIVES accounts away. Typically, they will offer to split an account with
you that they sold, if you service it for them.
I used the wealthy ways and attraction oils on the candle. Prayer. Wrote out my desire for more
money in the wax with a tooth pick.....The difference is that I stopped blowing it out (saw someone
post about that).

I either use a spoon or my fingers to put out the flame. I also got smaller candles so that I could
burn them down more fully.
DrChocolate - April 17, 2018, 10:52 pm

I'd like to second D-Lord.
These "STATUES" work for me too. The "art of the root" work for me too. "Feng Shui" work for me
too. BUT,,, like I mentioned before, nothing will happen if ya sit ur butt on a chair in front of ur TV.
Snoopyace - April 17, 2018, 10:55 pm

I have to third what has been said. I find the candles, oils, crystals, etc. to be excellent tools to
focus my awareness and to put my intention into the Universe. For me, the proof is in the validation.
I use a technique and get the results that I desire that are far and above the baseline results.
lifeisgood7 - May 3, 2018, 4:09 am

definitively have been noticing a difference with Crown of Success...
whatupbrah - June 20, 2018, 11:05 pm

So just a quick update. I bought a money frog and placed a red ribbon underneath, placed it in
front of my front door entrance facing into my home. I began to use the Money attraction oil and
success oil. Been using these since March of this year.
Today I got a 12k merit raise and 2 days ago i received an offer letter from my dream job which will
pay me 65k a year for about 25hrs a week of work. So in about a week I increased my annual
income by 77k.
I'm not sure if its just a coincidence or the frog and oils doing their magic! But I welcome this
blessing. The thing is that I have not changed my thoughts or actions in anyway. These blessings
"just happened".
Sent from my SM-G965U using Tapatalk
MMM - June 20, 2018, 11:37 pm

(06-20-2018 6:05 PM)whatupbrah Wrote: &nbsp;So just a quick update. I bought a money frog and
placed a red ribbon underneath, placed it in front of my front door entrance facing into my home. I
began to use the Money attraction oil and success oil. Been using these since March of this year.
Today I got a 12k merit raise and 2 days ago i received an offer letter from my dream job which will
pay me 65k a year for about 25hrs a week of work. So in about a week I increased my annual
income by 77k.
I'm not sure if its just a coincidence or the frog and oils doing their magic! But I welcome this
blessing. The thing is that I have not changed my thoughts or actions in anyway. These blessings
"just happened".
Sent from my SM-G965U using Tapatalk
Why the red ribbon, Bru?
CONGRATS!!
whatupbrah - June 20, 2018, 11:59 pm

M I read it somewhere. The red ribbon adds to the effect. I'd post links but only have my phone at

the moment.
Sent from my SM-G965U using Tapatalk
MMM - June 21, 2018, 12:27 am

(06-20-2018 6:59 PM)whatupbrah Wrote: &nbsp;M I read it somewhere. The red ribbon adds to the
effect. I'd post links but only have my phone at the moment.
Sent from my SM-G965U using Tapatalk
Thanks Mister!
pipeburn - August 24, 2018, 7:31 am

(03-29-2018 5:17 PM)RoadRacer Wrote: &nbsp;Hypnodaddy and MindPro (Fabio Siccardi).
MindPro has paid versions for download, but I've yet to try them.
I tried both, mindpro did work for me, but not to an extend many people reported. I did see an
increase in income, it was better than how things were, but some guys had reported phenomenal
increase in results. I do not want to say they were lying because I had fantastic results with their
super alpha male. I just feel that subliminal audio for attracting money does not work for everyone.
Which is why I was looking for other ways to help me increase my income to help me have a better
quality of life. I have not tried their paid version to attract money, I purchased their paid version of
super alpha male. I used to listen to their youtube channel till they were taken down. I don't like the
new background sound they are using for i am wealth. I just can't stand it. It may work, but its like
using a powerful oil or pheromones that smell like crap.
Gladen - September 7, 2018, 8:45 pm

(04-17-2018 5:55 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I have to third what has been said. I find the
candles, oils, crystals, etc. to be excellent tools to focus my awareness and to put my intention into
the Universe. For me, the proof is in the validation. I use a technique and get the results that I
desire that are far and above the baseline results.
Exactly as stated. According to most mystic philosophies, Thelema being a great example, as well
as the premise behind sympathetic magick, the ritual concentration, focusing of energies, and going
through the physical motions helps to change oneself to better accommodate the success of the
goal, as well as to 'practice' the steps to achieve the goal.
We are truly changing ourselves, but our universe is is merely our perception of outside stimuli
filtered through the lens of ourselves. So, in essence, if we focus and change ourselves, we
change our reality.
pipeburn - October 8, 2018, 8:44 am

(04-13-2018 2:15 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;Still testing hypnodaddys subs 12 days strong. I
think I'm done with RS subs for now.
What is the name of that sub?
leeroy117 - October 8, 2018, 3:16 pm

RS is short for real subliminal.
Amann - October 8, 2018, 7:47 pm

I'll be honest...I was a little like...'is this for real'....but there's quite a few long time members backing
this up....I'm intrigued but still skeptical.....anyone from the UK used any 'art of the root' items?
hut - July 21, 2019, 3:06 pm

I'm all about success and making money, but I'd like to have some understanding of how these
things could potentially work, or else risk being a guy who will fall for anything. Pheromones make

sense to me because they have some scientific/logical backing.
Things like the money frog, especially, strike me as snake oil. The only thing I can come up with is
that when you look at it you are reminded of your goal to make money and then act on it. And this
counts for allot! Placebo works. But I do not think putting a toad in your house is going to tell the
universe to bring you money. Also things like putting voodoo/magic spells on objects so they attract
you money...what is this all about? Seems crazy. Why is some dude gonna be able to put some
voodoo magic on something and then it brings you money? Seems like its falling for BS and
throwing all reason away.
Crystals are nice to look at and contain energy just like every other object under the sun, but who
says they bring you success/money? What is the rationale behind it? Most people I've heard say
they do just because they do and thats it. I can say putting some nice sand and seashells on your
desk will bring you money.
I can see how maybe some of these oils can work because you smell them and (like the money
frog) act as a reminder for you to take action. Or maybe they make people more drawn to you and
that can help like mones. The olfactory stuff makes more sense to me then the rest.
I guess the things I have the most issue with is objects and magical things that are supposed to
bring you money. Seems off. I don't want to be so cynical of the metaphysical because I think it
would be foolish to believe I know how everything in this great mystery of a Universe works, but I
also don't want to be the guy who falls for anything, because that is a real risk as well.
Snoopyace - July 21, 2019, 3:22 pm

Answering from my phone so I will keep my reply brief. In my experience... Energy follows focus.
Whether you want to call that manifesting, spellcasting, magic or just plain hard work, in my
experience whether consciously or subconsciously, we generally make our own experiences. Not
everyone is ready for the knowledge that ultimately, we are in charge of where our lives take us.
Gladen - July 23, 2019, 1:49 pm

(07-21-2019 10:22 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Answering from my phone so I will keep my reply
brief. In my experience... Energy follows focus. Whether you want to call that manifesting,
spellcasting, magic or just plain hard work, in my experience whether consciously or subconsciously,
we generally make our own experiences. Not everyone is ready for the knowledge that ultimately,
we are in charge of where our lives take us.
This is quite well-spoken. My main problem is that I fully know and understand that we shape our
own reality: however, I look about at my life from time to time and realize that I did a very poor job of
creating my world.
Snoopyace - July 23, 2019, 1:54 pm

(07-23-2019 8:49 AM)Gladen Wrote: &nbsp;This is quite well-spoken. My main problem is that I
fully know and understand that we shape our own reality: however, I look about at my life from time
to time and realize that I did a very poor job of creating my world.
I feel that statement to my core.
hut - July 24, 2019, 1:03 am

(07-23-2019 8:49 AM)Gladen Wrote: &nbsp;This is quite well-spoken. My main problem is that I
fully know and understand that we shape our own reality: however, I look about at my life from time
to time and realize that I did a very poor job of creating my world.
Really Gladen? I'm surprised to hear what sounds like a large amount of regret from you. When
you look around at your life you think you didn't do so great?

Errrrrrk - July 24, 2019, 7:27 am

These oils from artoftheroot sound very interesting. I'll have to look into them.
hut - July 24, 2019, 12:33 pm

(07-23-2019 8:54 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I feel that statement to my core.
You too Snoopy? You seem like a pretty content guy who enjoys the life he's created for himself.
Surprised to hear you say you did a poor job creating your world.
I don't think anyone is 100% happy with their lives, but I had you and Gladen down as men who are
pretty satisfied with the worlds they've created for themselves.
Gladen - July 24, 2019, 12:58 pm

(07-24-2019 7:33 AM)hut Wrote: &nbsp;Really Gladen? I'm surprised to hear what sounds like a
large amount of regret from you. When you look around at your life you think you didn't do so great?
...
You too Snoopy? You seem like a pretty content guy who enjoys the life he's created for himself.
Surprised to hear you say you did a poor job creating your world.
I don't think anyone is 100% happy with their lives, but I had you and Gladen down as men who are
pretty satisfied with the worlds they've created for themselves.
I cannot speak for Snoopyace, but for me, of course i have regrets; but I would not say a large
amount of regret.
It isn't so much what I've done, but what I have not done. Likewise, if my youth had been tempered
by the knowledge and harmony that I currently possess, my life would have been better balanced.
Just because you see successful guys like Snoopy on here (well, read not actually see) does not
mean that they do not feel like they can be, or could have done, better.
As the cosmos has a killer sense of irony, true satisfaction in life seemingly only comes from never
being satisfied with the quality of one's life. It took me forever to fully comprehend that we live from
the inside outwards, not that the external forces define us. It is that balance of the Id, the Gladen,
and the Super-Gladen (
So yeah, I could have manufactured a much better reality for myself. I should have chased
enlightenment in lieu of the shiny objects that so captivated me in my youth. More so than that, I
should never have ever taken myself so seriously...when I do things turn out dismal; when I just
relax and have fun, the universe smiles on my with its tongue firmly implanted in its cheek.
Test.of.Sweden - July 24, 2019, 6:21 pm

Longterm investing with dollar cost averaging each month, it's slow but can create abundance in the
longterm.
dsouza - July 27, 2019, 6:39 am

Make yourself a monthly budget and stick to it. Use an excel spreadsheet. Track your bills, pay
yourself allowance. But monitor everything. I donâ€™t believe in getting rich quick schemes.
Gladen - July 27, 2019, 2:12 pm

I also set up a few small businesses and other ventures that generate a tiny bit of residual passive
income. While nothing to brag about, having a few hundred dollars of income each month for things
i set up or did years ago is nice.
Saiyanprince - July 29, 2019, 3:39 am

So attract money
Attract abundance

Attract blessing
Oils?
Or the starter packs?
Edit: and you got to recite saying from the bible? I'm good with visualizing but just trying to be clear.
Gladen - July 29, 2019, 9:48 pm

(07-28-2019 10:39 PM)Saiyanprince Wrote: &nbsp;and you got to recite saying from the bible?
Lots of hoodoo borrows from the Bible. All said and done it is a Good Book.
Arsenic - July 29, 2019, 11:36 pm

dsouza has the right idea.
I've been listening to a subliminal to help with finances, which I can say it has been helping, but of
course it's not everyones cup of tea. Manage your budget, be disciplined, learn to say no and not
make compromises about your spending, and always learn to do things for yourself instead of
paying someone else (if you can) and buy everything secondhand or at least look on craigslist /
Offer-Up / at goodwill first before you make any big decisions. Hell, and developing DELAYED
GRATIFICATION has saved me a TON of money
dsouza - July 30, 2019, 8:09 am

(07-29-2019 6:36 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;dsouza has the right idea.
I've been listening to a subliminal to help with finances, which I can say it has been helping, but of
course it's not everyones cup of tea. Manage your budget, be disciplined, learn to say no and not
make compromises about your spending, and always learn to do things for yourself instead of
paying someone else (if you can) and buy everything secondhand or at least look on craigslist /
Offer-Up / at goodwill first before you make any big decisions. Hell, and developing DELAYED
GRATIFICATION has saved me a TON of money
THIS!
Sound advice!
Saiyanprince - August 2, 2019, 8:53 pm

Item #DescriptionQtyARC101Abundance Soy Candle for Prosperity, Good Fortune & Success1
ARO131Deadly Attraction Oil for Lust, Passion, Sex & Romance1
ARO110Attraction Oil 1/2 oz for Hoodoo, Voodoo, Wicca & Pagan Rituals1
This what I bought. I like candles and if anything people said they like the scents of the oil.
Saiyanprince - August 6, 2019, 2:58 am

Package arrived. Nice and sound. Candle smells nice. It's like any other candle. In the glass jar. Any
specific thing I need to do before i light it?

